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its administration; but she has brought with her a cod.e of
professional ethics and a training that calls for the exercise of
professional discretion to an extent that is probably incompat-
ible with the humble administration of the law of the land.
From this problem England is free; and the line can conse-
quently be sharply drawn between the restricted discretion of
the income-security administrator and the wider discretion of
the social worker.*
There is however one aspect of British income-security
administration that has hitherto been less exemplary. This
arises from the lack of co-ordination that has hitherto existed
between the various income-security services. In social insur-
ance, this has meant inequity; in social assistance, it has meant
not only the inequity that comes of disparity in material aid,
but also a plague of uncorrelated visitors and adjudicators to
apply the tests of means and needs that have hitherto con-
stituted the difference between social assistance and social
insurance. Insofar as material aid remains dependent on such
tests, it should be possible to evolve one well-co-ordinated
office for investigating and adjudicating all means and needs,
whether the person in need of income be old or blind, employ-
able or unemployable, serviceman or civilian, adult or child,
and whether the income be paid by a national or by a local
authority. It would then no longer be necessary for one
official to visit a family in connection with the old age pension,
a second with national assistance, a third with local public
assistance, a fourth on account of blindness, and a fifth in
connection with schools meals or spectacles, to say nothing
of war pensions or hospital almoners or housing managers. It
has been neither fair to the citizen nor economical for the
state that a dozen different specialists make a dozen independ-
ent and different estimates of the membership and resources
of a household or a family—differently defined for different
purposes—with a view to meeting some or all of the require-
ments of some or all of its members. The contrast moreover
* W. H. Wickwar, "Social Welfare and Political Science," in
American Political Science Review (June, 1946).

